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Whether you're preparing for the duty or are amid looking after an elderly cherished one, this complete
guidebook from Focus on the Family supplies the practical information you want?and a spiritual and
emotional lifeline. Topics consist of burnout; and end-of-life decisions. choosing a treatment facility; elder
abuse; medical, economic, and legal help; physical, emotional, and mental changes in aging; Caregivers
will also learn what the Bible says about caregiving and the keys to successfully fulfilling that role. True
stories throughout the guide share common worries and a feeling of support from anyone who has been
there.
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this book is a good resource to help you cope and deal with your .. fast provider. It had a lot of
information to focus on and also comforting thoughts to think about when you are within their end
stages. Thanks The product is really as described. Thanks. It also provides practical help, assistance and
direction. This book was my guide through the care of my mother until she passed.) I understand the
editor and he previously lost his copy . Five Stars absolutely Excellent service.. I know the editor and he
previously lost his copy therefore i gifted it to him.. Plenty of Good Info This book has lots of good and
helpful info you need to know when looking after your aging loved one. Tells you how to pick a nursing
home and lots of other stuff. PLUS it's said in a language you can understand (layman's conditions). He
was thrilled..it really breaks things straight down for you. You will use this as a reference again and again
just as I did. Very helpfull information! Although I haven't finished reading it, up to now I am pleased
with the practical directions, the personal "testimonials" from actual caregivers, and the extensive
information regarding where to search for outside assistance (websites, phone numbers, firms, etc. I
would recommend this reserve to anyone who contemplates taking care of a family loved one. If you have
a parent who's in the hospital or declining in wellness quickly, this publication is a good resource to assist
you cope and cope with your new normal.I would suggest this book . Thanky Focus on the Family. Five
Stars excellent quality. This book has been very useful and filled with wonderful information. Four Stars
Great! Good book on dealing with our aged parents Good book on coping with our aged parents. An
excellent resource!.. Also great to share with the parent that's caring for the cherished one. Excellent
service. Biblical, practical This book provides biblical basis for caring for aging loved ones.
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